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ABSTRACT
The Keystroke-Level Model (KLM) is a popular model for predicting users’ task completion times with graphical user interfaces. KLM predicts task completion times as a linear function of elementary operators. However, the policy, or the assumed sequence of the operators that the user executes, needs to be prespecified by the analyst. This paper investigates Reinforcement Learning (RL) as an algorithmic method to obtain the policy automatically. We define the KLM as a Markov Decision Process, and show that when solved with RL methods, this approach yields user-like policies in simple but realistic interaction tasks. RL-KLM offers a quick way to obtain a global upper bound for user performance. It opens up new possibilities to use KLM in computational interaction. However, scalability and validity remain open issues.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → HCI design and evaluation methods; User interface design; • Computing methodologies → Machine learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This short paper investigates the use of reinforcement learning (RL) in keystroke-level modelling (KLM) [4] in human-computer interaction (HCI) research. Models such as Fitts’ law, the power law of practice, KLM, GOMS, EPIC, SOAR, and ACT-R have been used to analyze interaction, estimate task performance, decrease errors and workload, and compare designs [3–5, 14, 15, 17, 24, 27]. KLM, in particular, was developed as a simplification of a cognitive model called GOMS. It omits cognitive functions like memory and attention and predicts task completion time as a linear function of elementary operators, such as pointing, homing, thinking, and waiting. This allows rapid evaluation of point-and-click type UIs. Despite, or thanks to, its simplicity, KLM is still popular (see e.g., [10]). It has been extended to model novel UIs like gestural input [9, 19].

We study RL as a method for learning a task model, or task policy, for a KLM. While task policies for UIs have been previously generated with shortest path algorithm [28], RL is not restricted to fully observable environments since the agent learns from interactions. A task policy specifies a sequence of actions (operators), or what the user is supposed to “do” with a UI: “point the field, recall password, type password, point button, wait for system response, ...”. KLM’s task policies are often crafted by hand or by demonstration [10, 12]. However, given substantial variability in human behavior, this can be laborious. Moreover, because every design needs its own policy, this obstacle also limits the use of KLM in intelligent UIs and computational design.

RL is a general method for learning task policies in environments requiring sequential actions and where the environment is only partially known and not fully under the agent’s control. It has attracted attention due to its generality and robustness, which have been demonstrated, among others, in gaming [22], robotics [18] and dialog systems [20]. An RL agent tries to discover optimal behavior by trial and error by interacting with the environment. During each iteration, the agent is given a reward, or penalty, which is negative reward. In essence, the reward function controls the learning of the agent. However, designing a reward function that gives raise to human-like behavior is a non-trivial problem [6, 16]. Motivations and other drivers of human behavior are difficult to learn from observations only [26]. The downside of data-driven approaches like inverse RL is that the obtained reward function is context-specific.

Two contributions are made towards the application of RL in KLMs: (1) we define the KLM as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), making it solvable with RL, and (2) demonstrate that plausible policies can be obtained in realistic interaction tasks. Here the key idea is to use KLM’s operator costs (time costs) as negative reward when training the RL agent. To our knowledge, while RL has been studied in the context of full-fledged cognitive models [6, 16, 23], this is the first time it is used for KLMs. Besides automation of task policies, another benefit of RL is that the environment can be noisy, which enables simulating noisy sensors and motor outputs.

We report results from RL-KLM across three simple but representative interface problems using a plain vanilla RL method called Q-learning. RL-KLM could obtain a policy that represents an upper bound for performance possible with KLM. This may not be surprising, given the known link between RL and optimal control. However, this proof-of-concept is valuable. The learned
Task policies can be learned via RL when KLM is modeled as an MDP. The agent’s problem is to choose a policy \( \pi \). The Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a memoryless process which defines which action is performed in each state. The MDP state transition function \( P \) is given by

\[
P(s, a, s') = \Pr(s' \mid s, a)
\]

\(s, a, s'\) defines the transition probabilities between states. At each time step, the agent is in some state \( s \in S \). The state can be changed to \( s' \) by an action \( a \in A \). After each action, the agent receives a reward \( r = R(a, s, s') \). The policy \( \pi(s) \) defines which action is performed in each state. The agent’s problem is to choose a policy \( \pi(s) \), which maximizes cumulative rewards where the balance between immediate and future rewards is controlled by discount factor \( \gamma \).

KLM is a linear model for estimating task completion time [4]. In the standard description, the user is not modeled as an agent making choices, but rather executing a prescribed sequence of actions (operators). Task completion time is the sum of time spent in actions (KLM operators) \( t(a) \) that the agent must perform when interacting with the UI \( g_{UI} \) to solve task goal \( g_{task} \in G_{tasks} \):

\[
t(g_{task}, g_{UI}) = \sum_{i=1}^{l} t(a_i),
\]

where \( l \) is a number of interactions. The original KLM [4] defined six operators, but many others have been added since. They share the property of being memoryless: the time cost of an operator is not dependent on anything else than the state of the UI.

When KLM is represented as an MDP, the user is modeled as an agent: At any time the agent is in a state defined by the UI, and has some actions \( a \) available, which are mapped to KLM operators \( O \). Actions change the state of the UI. The agent’s goal is to change the UI to a specific state or visit certain states. The policy \( \pi(s) \) tells which operators the agent should perform in which state to get to this goal.

To learn the policy via RL, from each action the agent receives a time penalty \( r \) defined by the reward function. Positive \( r \) can be attributed to successfully reaching the end-states, while KLM’s operator durations define negative \( r \) (time costs). The state transitions \( P(a, s, s') \) define the probability of transition between states. We use this to model the how likely it is that action is successful and the state changes match the user’s expectations. If the probability is less than one, input or output errors may occur. This formulation requires no additions to the standard MDP. Moreover, a benefit of the MDP formulation is that it allows not only expressing cases with errors (e.g., speech recognition error) but any case where input to the system is not fully under user’s control. However, learning a policy assuming noisy sensors will require on average more iterations to converge.

### 2.2 Solving the MDP with Reinforcement Learning

The optimal policy \( \pi(s) \) can be obtained with a variety of RL methods [26], which generally work well when state-action spaces are not large. In this paper, we use the well-known \( \epsilon \)-greedy Q-learning with episodic tasks for each task. In Q-learning, expected cumulative reward guides policy learning. It is defined for each state-action pair \( Q(s, a) \). During the training, in each interaction step \( i \), the learning agent selects an action \( a_i \), moves to the state \( s_i \) and is rewarded with \( r_i \). The Q-value is updated at each step by value iteration:

\[
Q(s_i, a_i) \leftarrow Q(s_i, a_i) + \alpha \cdot (r_i + \gamma \cdot \max_a Q(s_{i+1}, a) - Q(s_i, a_i)),
\]

where \( \alpha \) is a learning rate and \( \max_a Q(s_{i+1}, a) \) an estimate of the optimal future Q-value. The optimal policy finds a path to the goal from any starting state (assuming all states are reachable). It addresses how a user recovers from input/output errors that lead to unexpected (wrong) state changes.

### 2.3 Estimating Task Completion Time

Finally, task completion time for the given task and UI can be estimated by executing the learned policy. The policy, when exploration
We obtained KLM’s tactile and gesture operator values from literature.

We report results from three diverse cases. Our goal is not to evaluate the interfaces but to assess if RL-KLM can learn meaningful task policies. In Case 1, we look at a remote controller where the challenge is that it can be operated in redundant ways. In Case 2, we look at multimodal interaction with a smart alarm clock. The challenge is that it offers multiple alternative input devices, each with different sensing errors. In Case 3, we look at a form-filling UI. The challenge is that a more complex spatial trajectory must be learned to traverse the UI. An overview of the MDPs is provided in Table 1, and operator parameters are described below. Policies for each case was learned in 20 Q-learning iterations. RL-KLM code used for the experiments is available on GitHub.²

### 3 EXPERIMENTS

We report results from three diverse cases. Our goal is not to evaluate the interfaces but to assess if RL-KLM can learn meaningful task policies. In Case 1, we look at a remote controller where the challenge is that it can be operated in redundant ways. In Case 2, we look at multimodal interaction with a smart alarm clock. The challenge is that it offers multiple alternative input devices, each with different sensing errors. In Case 3, we look at a form-filling UI. The challenge is that a more complex spatial trajectory must be learned to traverse the UI. An overview of the MDPs is provided in Table 1, and operator parameters are described below. Policies for each case were learned in 20 Q-learning iterations. RL-KLM code used for the experiments is available on GitHub.

#### 3.1 KLM Parameters

We obtained KLM’s tactile and gesture operator values from literature. Speech command durations are estimated with synthesized speech commands. Case 1 involves a user pressing physical buttons of the remote controller. We obtained operator costs from a previous paper [11]. The red and blue buttons are modeled with keyboard operator (0.39 s) and green buttons with hot key operator (0.16 s). In the optimization case (next section), the first keystroke costs 1.18 s, including taking the controller and pressing a button. If the same button is pressed repeatedly, the cost is 0.13 s, and if a different, 0.36 s.

In Case 2, the speech operators are estimated by synthesizing spoken commands with speech synthesis tool Speech Synthesis Manager and measuring the duration. The commands and their durations are listed in the Table 1. In Cases 2 and 3, we utilize Fitts’ law for the pointing operator [1], the tapping operator [8], and for the gesture operator [2]. Fitts’ Law [21] estimates the user’s movement time (MT) between any two objects according to

\[
MT = a + b \cdot \log_2 \left( \frac{2D}{W} \right),
\]

where \(a\) and \(b\) are case-dependent constants which are empirically estimated, \(D\) is the distance of the movement, and \(W\) is the width of the target object.

#### 3.2 Case 1: Remote Controller

RL-KLM is here trained to control a television with a remote controller (Figure 2). There are ten states in the television: nine channels and the switched-off state. Channels are changed directly with blue (number) buttons. With green arrow buttons it is possible to move to next or previous channels. The red button turns the television off. We defined 90 tasks for reaching to all states from all states. The agent may use any of the 12 buttons.

**Results:** RL-KLM learned the fastest (possible) policy, which is to utilize both button types. When the target state can be reached with less than three presses of the green arrow buttons, the agent uses those, otherwise it uses the blue buttons. With this policy, average task completion time is 0.38 seconds. We conclude that RL-KLM learns the performance-optimal policy, which is to switch between the two button types when needed. By contrast, if only the green arrow buttons are allowed, best achievable task completion time is 0.43 seconds. If only the blue buttons are allowed, it is 0.42 seconds. The arrows are faster to execute (by 0.16 s per press), but all the states between the initial state and the goal must be visited.

#### 3.3 Case 2: Multimodal Smart Alarm

This case looks at the effect of input/output recognition errors. The agent can turn the light on and off on the device, turn on the sleeping mode or turn the alarm on. Each command can be given using any of three modalities: tactile, gesture, and speech. Operator estimates are given in Table 2. We vary recognition error rates of gesture and speech sensors to assess if learned policies are sensitive to noise. A sensor may make two kinds of errors: 1) it may not detect input or 2) it may confuse it with another command within the modality.

**Results:** When no errors were present, not surprisingly, gestures and speech were fastest to use. KLM does not take into account the learning cost of commands. However, because the relative cost of correcting an error is large, this result changes when error rate

---

²https://github.com/aalto-speech/rl-klm
increases. Figure 3 shows how the agent starts using less gestures and speech when recognition error rate increases. With gestures, task completion time was 1.6 s with zero error rate. When the recognition error rates increase (Figure 3), task completion time increases gradually from 1.8, 2.8, and 3.3 to 5.3 s. We conclude that RL-KLM can adapt its learned policies meaningfully in this case.

3.4 Case 3: Form-filling

In the form filling task, the task is not only to reach a certain state but to visit all nine states at least once and end by pressing 'Confirm'. The policies in this case are much longer and structured than in the others. The form UI is shown in Figure 4. The agent is able to visit any unvisited state at any given time. The policy agent learns defines the path between the form items. In the KLM, we do not include the cost of entering text as an operator, as this is inconsequential to policies.

Results: The agent learned to fill in the form without revisits and by using up and down movements as much as possible. The trajectory shows no loops and all items are covered. The trajectory is optimal, because vertical distances between items are shorter than horizontal distances. The learned policy is shown in Figure 4 with red arrows. We conclude that also a more complex spatial policy can be learned.

4 DESIGN OPTIMIZATION WITH RL-KLM

We used RL-KLM to optimize a simple remote controller with four states. We use RL-KLM as an objective and include two additional objectives to regularize against unlearnably complex, performance-maximizing policies. The objective is:

\[ \min_{g_{UI} \in G_{UI}} \omega_t t(g_{UI}, G_{tasks}) + \omega_H H(g_{UI}) + \omega_C \sum_{c_{task}} C_{task}, \]  

(5)

This objective function depends on the task completion time \( t(g_{UI}, G_{tasks}) \), the simplicity \( H \) of UI, and the consistency \( C \) of the task policies. The three terms are calibrated with \( \omega_t, \omega_H \) and \( \omega_C \). Hick-Hyman law [13, 27] defines the entropy of equally likely decisions: \( n \) is defined as:

\[ H = \sum_{j} \log_2(n_j + 1). \]  

(6)

In our case, the entropy is computed over all states \( S \) in the UI. The consistency measure \( C \) ensures that in the user interface the same operators are used in similar manner over all states:

\[ C = - \sum_{l=1}^{S} \sum_{j=1}^{A} \log \left( \frac{c(a_j \rightarrow s_j)}{\sum_{k=1}^{A} c(a_k \rightarrow s_j)} \right), \]  

(7)

where \( |S| \) and \( |A| \) are the number of states and actions, respectively, and \( c(a_j \rightarrow s_j) \) is the number of times action \( a_j \) is used to transfer the state to \( s_j \). Negative sign makes \( C \) positive as the result is always less or equal to zero. In this remote controller optimization case, \( C = 0 \) if the same buttons are always used to reach certain states, e.g., each state has dedicated button. If pressing a button results different state depending on the current state, \( C > 0 \).

4.1 Design Space and Optimization Approach

We use a Finite State Machine (FSM) to model a user interface mathematically for combinatorial optimization [7]. An FSM is defined by a state space \( S \), an initial state \( s_0 \), and a transition matrix which defines the transitions between states. A single design is defined with a binary transition matrix and an action matrix. The action matrix defines which actions, in this case buttons, can be used for state transitions. To create a design space, we generate all transition matrices and for each matrix all possible action matrices. The generated design space consists designs with the different amount of buttons and transition designs. Most designs are either illogical and unusable. The problem with this approach is that the space grows exponentially as the number of states and actions increase. To reduce the size of the design space, we filter out infeasible designs (e.g., not every state is accessible from all states). In this work, because we are interested in quality of best-effort results, we use exhaustive search as the optimization method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tactile</th>
<th>Gesture</th>
<th>Speech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lights on</td>
<td>0.984s</td>
<td>0.636s</td>
<td>0.817s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lights off</td>
<td>1.184s</td>
<td>0.636s</td>
<td>0.828s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm</td>
<td>3.984s</td>
<td>0.636s</td>
<td>0.849s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep mode</td>
<td>3.984s</td>
<td>0.636s</td>
<td>1.067s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Case 2: KLM operator estimates used in this case.

Figure 3: Case 2: When recognition error rates increase in speech and gesture sensors, the RL-KLM agent utilizes them less and eventually switches to use the tactile modality only.

Figure 4: Case 3: When asked to learn how to fill in a form (left), RL-KLM learned the policy indicated by the red arrows.
4.2 Results: Optimizing a Remote Controller

We optimized a remote controller with four states using the approach given above. When we optimized for simplicity (ω1, ω2, ω3, H = 1), the optimal user interface has only a single button which travels between states in sequence. Putting more weight on task completion time (ω1 = 5), the optimal design had four buttons for each state. The consistency objective ensured that each state have their own unique button instead of buttons changing in each state.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Reinforcement learning offers a promising solution to the problem of task policies in KLM. We conclude that RL-KLM can learn plausibly human-like policies, although without further constraints they may remain too optimistic, and it remains open how well they represent real policies. However, this opens new vistas for, on the one hand, applying modern reinforcement learning methods in HCI and, applications of KLM in intelligent UIs and computational design, on the other. To facilitate future work in this area, our code is published on GitHub as a Python library together with the experiments. We see many possibilities to improve RL-KLM further. In this paper we used Q-learning, and were limited to rather small problem sizes. With novel RL algorithms it would be possible to increase the complexity of the user interfaces. We explored the use of RL-KLM in design optimization. The biggest issue with FSM optimization is to find feasible designs in exponentially increasing design space. Besides computational scalability, it remains a challenge for future work to extend the approach to mental operators, visual search requirements and so on, and to test the policies against empirical data.
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